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Rothe discloses changes

Staff positions renamed
Dr Kenneth W. Rothe. provost.
Tuesday announced changes in staff
positions in the provost's area
The changes were made to
regularize duties and titles and to
provide staff support in critical areas.
Dr Rothe said
CHANGES IN title with commensurate change in duties are
-From vice provost for instruction
and instructional services to vice
provost for faculty affairs. Dr George
'?rman.
-From assistant to the provost for
lority Affairs to vice provost for
rity Affairs.
om assistant to the provost to
nator for Innovative and Interiary Programs. Dr Gary
i,

budget analyst, office of the
to coordinator of academic
vianlyn Shepherd.
vice provost for Continuing
to director of Continuing

Education < Extension programs have
been transferred to the assistant dean
for resources and services. College of
Education )
Two new part-tune positions are
coordinator for Academic Program
Development, Dr Annie Clement, and
assistant coordinator for Academic
Program Development. Dr Eric
McCready
The position of coordinator of
Computer Activities has been terminated

tinuing efforts in interfacing minority
programs with other programs in the
University, we have created a vice
provostship with a major responsibility
in minority affairs." Dr Rothe said

DR. ROTHE SAID vice provostships
are general staff positions, sharing
with the provost day-to-day duties of
his office, as well as having some
specific areas of concern which carry
line budgetary authority
Dr Herman takes on a primary role
as staff officer for faculty matters
similar to that of Dr Richard Eakin.
vice provost for student affairs, in
student matters
"In recognition of the need for con-

DR. WODITSCHS duties include
coordinating extracollegiate programs, chairing ADEC. and facilitating both new program development
and evaluation.
Drs Clement and McCready will be
working in the area of proposal
development for funding of major academic programs by large private
foundations They will be aiding
faculty groups in articulating inslitu
tional needs to the foundations as well
as interpreting foundation thrust.-, for
the faculty's consideration.
Shepard will be responsible for all
regular budget matters and will
provide the Provost with continuing
advice on the development and
exercise of the academic budget

i-resident ruling
Coined in detail
. proposed by the Ohio Board of
its regarding reclassification of
.-sklent.- was examined in last
_«'s issue and because of its com•exily, several facts were misstated
or left out
Due to a Supreme Court ruling last
month, all universities have to give
out-of-state students the opportunity to
change their residency status.
A non-resident has been classified as
anyone who has come to Ohio specifically to attend school or received outof-state financial aid. and cannot, bylegal definitions of the state, vote or
receive welfare benefits
THE mess" to which Dr Michael
R Ferrari, vice-president of resource
planning, was referring to was the
unusual position in which the proposed
bill places the University regarding
new faculty and graduate assistants
"When hired, these people were told
that they and their families were eligible for residency status." Dr
Ferrari said
"It's the moral agreement that I'm
concerned with We would like a
grandfather clause' written in to
protect the new people this year, otherwise it would leave the University and
these students in a very difficult position." he added
THE
GRANDFATHER clause
would permit the University to classify
new faculty and graduate assistants
and their dependents as residents
under the prior law. This clause would
pertain only to the individuals with
whom an agreement had been reached
and a contract signed last spring
The most specific category in the
proposed bill deals with the reclassifi-

He said the change in title from vice
provost for Continuing Education to
director has been made to recognize
the line responsibility of the director
while anticipating no day-to-day participation in matters relating to the provost's office

N.nt>h.iH by ftUchoel O

cation of non-residents who have previously lived in another state
The bill states that anyone, after
residing in Ohio 12 consecutive months,
can apply for residency after submitting "clear and convincing proof
that no part of the student's financial
support is. or in the preceding year,
has been provided directly or indirectly
by non-residents "
This proposal. Dr Ferrari said,
"essentially maintains the status quo
because in reality it may be very difficult for out-of-state students to satisfy
the residency requirement
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"EVEN IF they satisfy legal
requirements, many students, if not
most, are still financially dependent
upon parents or guardians living out
side the state Not that many people
may be able to qualify for reclassification." he added
April 5, the Board of Trustees voted
to increase out-of-state fees from $381
to $393 per quarter Nun residents have
to pay this fee. plus the instructional
and general fee
The Board also approved a budget
which assumed a three per cent increase in tuition, or instructional fees,
for graduate and undergraduate stu
drill- conditional upon the possibility of
an increased state appropriation later
in the spring This fee would have
increased from $210 to $216 per
quarter.
This last decision, however, will be
rescinded August 16 by the Board be
cause the Ohio legislature approved
the Governor's executive budget.
House Bill 86, which provided a 5 per
cent fund increase for higher education, keeping instructional fees at the
1972-73 level
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Migrant education aid planned
Editor's Note: This Is the conclusion of
a three perl series on migrant
rdueatioa in the Rowling Green area.
By Karen Truman
Staff Reporter
With the evolvement of mechanization in farm work, a migrant worker

with only a seventh or eighth grade
education stands little chance of
finding a job that will meet his needs
Prospects for economic upgrading
would appear slight
However, with support Irom La Haza
Unida, a center providing health care,
counseling and other services to the
migrant. Bowling Green may soon be

able to offer voc.itinn.il guidance to
adult migrants Two federally funded
programs will offer
"complete
services to migrants" with the basicthrust in education and vocational
training." according to Jay (Jlu-kman.
an administrator at La Kaza Unida
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the Spanish Speaking in Ohio (LASSO)
will involve "setting up at the University an educational clearing house and
resource center to do surveys and
studies on various programs."
Glickmansaid.
The Midwest is due for projects like
LASSO and HEP (High School Equivalency Program!, he said. Similar
programs exist throughout the country.
HEP. an offshoot of LASSO, is only
for 17- to 21 year old migrant*.
Glickman said. It is a residential program where the student receives room
and board, a stipend and medical
services. "Study usually averages
about six months to get a GED
(General Education Diploma)," be
said.
"HEP has been a pretty quiel
program There are few OEO (Office
of Economic Opportunity) programs
that have gotten support of the Nixon
administration and liberals. This program has bipartisan approval
"HOPEFULLY, educational programs could be based at the university.
A HEP center would be put either at
Bowling Green or Findlay College. A
problem at Bowling Green is a shortage of dorm space
Ideally. HEP would be at Findlay
and LASSO at Bowling Green." he
said.
Glickman said that if the programs
are approved for Northwestern Ohio.
Bowling Green would "be the hub of
the learning center with spokes
radiating out toward other communities
"We are hoping for a budget of
$38,000 for LASSO to set up a nucleus at
the University." Glickman said.
HEP. formerly funded completely
through OEO. is "contending with the
highest requirement of any test" for a
GED. he said Ohio requires a higher
passing score on GED than in 47 other
states, he said, indicating that Ohio is
discriminatory in this regard.
.•Hi
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applause
This year the Huron Playhouse is celebrating its 25th
anniversary.
Within its lifetime, the Playhouse has earned many feathers
for its cap.
It has provided the people of Huron and surrounding
communities with the thrill of seeing a real-live theater
production.
It has given university and college students an opportunity to
get their feet wet in a scaled-down version of Broadway.
It has given Bowling Green State University something to be
proud of.

embarrassing
"Let others spend their time dealing with the murky, small,
unimportant, vicious little things-we have spent our time and
will spend our time in building a better world."
President Nixon is pretty adept at moralistic rhetoric as
evidenced by the tart epigram above. Unfortunately his words do
not coincide with his actions.
Although he mouths the highest intentions of seeking truth and
Justice regarding the sordid details of the Watergate affair, he
refused to release tapes that would provide definitive
information on "whodunit."
Standing behind executive privilege and separation of powers,
the President's tighthandedness with those tapes have caused
many who previously supported him to suspect that he really has
something to hide.
And his popularity is at an all-time low.
U.S. Kep. Robert Drinan introduced a formal impeachment
resolution in the House. Embarrassing.
The California State Bar announced its intentions to
investigate the activities of six lawyers involved in Watergate
and determine if they should be disciplined or disbarred.
Richard Nixon is one of the six. Also embarrassing.
Now the Senate Watergate investigating committee has
completed its first round of proceedings.
It's time for the President to give us his side on the "White
House horrors."
In this situation, silence is not golden. It's suicide.

new blood
Changes have been made in staff positions in the provost's
area.
With the revamping comes new blood and ideas into the old
established ways.
This new blood will hopefully not become stagnant or fall into a
humdrum routine before anything worthwhile is accomplished.
The new titles and positions should allow more people to get
more things accomplished.
The titles should not just be placed on an office door. The
positions' duties and responsibilities should not be locked in a top
drawer The corresponding paper work should not be placed in
Kile 13
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out-of-state status boggles mind
ByUr.Bi.tlll
GoeM (Muolat
The status of a non-resideat is
something that is boggling to my mind,
and many other peoples minds, for a
longtime.
Knowing full well that I would have
to pay an extra fee, I packed my bags
and migrated from the flatlands of
Nebraska to the flatlands of northwest
Ohio.
I expected to pay the price for this
infamous Ohio university, but yet
hopeful that perhaps someday.

somewhere non-residents could be
released from the bondage of out-ofstate fees.
Now that chance has come, not
voluntarily, but because the Supreme
Court has decreed it necessary for
universities to provide the opportunity
of reclassification to out-of-state
students.
Recently the Ohio Board of Regents
has proposed a bill that will let nonresidents change their status, but
unfortunately they have botched it.
The Board has tacked so many
specifications onto the category that

letters
tracfs to zero in on bombings
With the recent bombing at the
recruiting stations at Bowling Green
and Findlay. Ohio, we feel that the
society to promote treason on the
campus should be counteracted by
responsible citizens
Thus 5.000 special tracts on the
bombings will be distributed at BGSU.
These tracts zero in on the home-grown
revolution in America plus comments

mail friend sought
I would appreciate it very much if
you would put this in your campus
paper I'm presently incarcerated in
the Marion Correctional Institution 1
would like to correspond with a
woman, who enjoys writing, in hopes
there would be future possibilities.
Some of my interests are track,
boxing, bowling and poetry. 1 am black
and I am 23 years old and I'm 5 feet, 8
and one-half inches tall I am from
Toledo, Ohio, and wish to really get to
know whoever may answer Color no
barrier and very broad minded
Thank you very much.
Morris Jackson Jr 136-569
P.O. Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302

on the attempted Wallace
assassination of last year.
Distributed by students/citizens of

BO.
Donated by members of the John
Birch Society
Further information just call: ill*
823-7643. the local reference of the
Americanist Forum, a newspaper we
pass out (over 800.000 so far this year).
For a sample send me six cents in
stamps for the postage.
Douglas Robert Keith
4277 Main Street
Perry, Ohio 44081
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packaged television life of Candidate

George McGovern.
II he had lived in the Middle Ages,
he'd have been the cause of fratricidal
wars If he had lived in Renaissance
Italy, he'd have been burned at the
stake lor impiety
If the Democrats ever achieve total
power, they will no doubt enact a
constitutional amendment to permit a
bill of attainder, for the purposes of
removing the protections of the First
Amendment from John D Lofton Jr
Mr Lofton is in the news now
because the Republican I'arty is
folding its peppery weekly publication
Monday, which Lofton brought to life
several years ago. fresh from an
apprenticeship as a young journalist in
Vermont and Florida
FOR ONE thing there is the quality
ol tenacity in Lofton Last summer he
put in a call to Charles Guggenheim,
producer of occasional epics on any
available member of Ihe Kennedy
family, and at the time producer of a

Lofton wanted to know why
Guggenheim's half-hour panegyric
omitted any mention of an entire
decade in Ueorge McGovern's political
life; specifically, the decade during
which he backed Henry Wallace for
President Monday transcribed the
telephone conversation
" I don't know,' Guggenheim replied
i long pause l ' talk to the man who
wrote it ' When informed that his
production manager earlier in the day
had said that the omission was a
creative decision' that Guggenheim
was responsible for,' Guggenheim
hung up the phone
Monday then called back eight times
only to have the phone hung up each
time after one ring On the ninth call.
Ihe phone rang over fifty times, then
was answered by Guggenheim and the
dialogue was as follows:
"GUGGENHEIM:
Captain
Dougherty. Third Precinct.'

down upon because I came from
another state.
A peculiar woman in the
Administration building, who must
despise foreigners from anywhere,
answered me very sharply when I
asked her about the possibility of nonresident fees disappearing.
She said. "I don't have any sympathy
for you people who want to come here
from another state. If you can't go to
school in your own state, I think you
should pay to come here.''
Such hostility in the Bursar's office!
I don't mind paying the fees, but I
feel if the Board of Trustees are going
' to do something, they should do it.
One thing that is lacking in this
system, is the non-conviction and
determination which is needed in order
to accomplish anything.
I have noticed this same noncommitment in the University
administration which has preceded
ambiguious decisions, so as not to step
on anyone's toes.
I would like to see some positive
steps taken in the direction of
incorporating non-residents into the
state so they won't have to pay
outragous fees for an education.
I'd also like to see a little mor
warmth and humanistic traits show
towards out-of-state students. It's n
easy to pull up roots and ir>
somewhere different, all alone, b
made it.

1&0K NIXON'S

AtACfcVCAMS,
UrtEP 0? vuTH THG^

The in; News welcomes ,iii
letters t<> Ihe editor and opinion
columns
Letters should be a maximum ol
:KKI words, typewritten We ask
that columns IH> no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the i if hi to
edit all submissions that exceed
these limits, with respect tu the
laws ol libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must
include the author's name,
address and phone number, and
may be mailed In Ihe Editor, CO
The BG News 106University I'all

diagnosis-malignant nixonoma
By Nicholas voa Hoffman
The balding, crewcut man whom
Senator Sam found wandering in
LaFayette Park across the street from
the White House was suffering from
such a terrible loss of memory that it
was days before his identity could be
established
The man did remember that he had
first come to Washington at the
beginning of 1969. but he couldn't recall
meeting anybody here or talking to
anyone, although he said he was
positive he'd been spending his time
with many very high-class people of
great integrity and leadership
The amnesiac had no wallet or credit
cards and might never have been
identified had it not been that he was
carrying two spools of recording tape
in his pockets The tapes were blank,
but they did serve to refresh the man's
impaired memory somewhat, as Dr
Dash. Senator Sam's personal
physician, likes to say

The doctor diagnosed the cause of
the patient's loss of memory as a
malignant nixonoma exerting
paralyzing pressure on the central
Watergate of the brain.
The disease, which is referred to in
medical literature as Haldeman's
Syndrome, is characterized by massive
loss of memory, frequently
accompanied by flashes of selfrighteousness and an occasional,
unaccountable moment of brilliantly
lucid recall.
In one of the patient's moments of
remission when, as if by miraculous
intervention, his memory was restored
to him. he said. "Early in the
campaign period 1 agreed with an
idea ...to set up a man functioning
independently of the White House for
the purpose of generating for our side
the same kind of campaign activities
that were so ably carried out over the
years for Democratic candidates and
McGovern in 1972 by Dick Tuck, a man
who has been widely praised by

lofton and the first amendment
By William F. Bockley Jr.

should enable non-residents to
reclassify that it as Dr. Ferrari said,
actually maintains the status quo.
What, in essence, happens is nothing.
It might set a precedent, but a very
strict one.
In my mind Nebraska has always
been considered one of the most
conservative states in the union. No
longer my friends, for Ohio tops them
all.
Beside the fact the Ohio legislature
is parental in its law making power,
and that this is the fifth or sixth
wealthiest state, it is truly surprising
to discover that it ranks 48th in its
support, per capita, for higher
education
The students pay for half of the
support for this University and the
taxpayers pay for the other half.
It is simplistic to think that
taxpayers would invite students to
become residents The issue is more
complicated than that
The state does not benefit from
adding previous non-residents to the
list of eligible voters, in fact that is the
reason why the reclassification specifications are so strict.
Ohio does not want to pay more
money to the Universities because
certain students are eligible to become
residents. It can benefit more without
acknowledging me as an Ohioan
I was welcomed as a taxpayer when 1
began working in January, but looked

"Monday: Captain Dougherty. I'd
like to speak to your superior to
complain about your taking so long to
answer your phone This could have
been an emergency and a matter of Ide
and death
"At this point. Guggenheim hung up
again "
Another specialty of Kditor Lofton is
Perfect Recall. When the New York
Tunes published the Pentagon Papers,
receiving them secretly from a source
that had been in the government.
Lofton came up with a Times editorial
on Stewart Alsop. who after the Bay of
Pigs published the inside story of the
catastrophe, quoting from a secret
meeting of the National Security
Council
"THE SECRECY of one of the
highest organs of the United States
Government has been seriously
breached." groaned the Times. "How
can advisers to the President be
expected to give advice freely and
easily and at all times honestly and

with complete integrity d they have to
worry about what their arguments will
look like in print a few weeks later?
In the current issue, in our
Watergate-besotted summer, Lofton
comes up with an old newspaper
column by John Roche, former
chairman of Americans for
Democratic Action and aide to
President Lyndon Johnson.
The consequence of this was that
before Gokdwater had even opened his
mouth, we had five speakers primed to
reply Maybe he sent them over as a
courtesy, but all I know is that when I
innocently inquired how we got them,
the reply was don't ask.' "
No wonder Guggenheim bung up. No
wonder everybody in Washington reads
Monday
But the post-Watergate
shortage of funds has dried up the
liveliest voice in party polemics. But
Lofton will ride again-as a syndicated
columnist.
WASHINGTON STAR SYNDICATE
INC. 444 Mooisoo Aveaae. New York.
N.Y. IWW

political writers as a political
prankster, whose basic stock in trade
is embarrassing Republican
candidates by activities that have been
regarded as clever and acceptable
parts of our political tradition.
This wasn't the first time that one of
the neurological cases who have
sacrificed their intellects by working
in the White House for their country
has mentioned this Dick Tuck fellow
Gordon Strachan. Haldeman's step
n fetch it. had the clouds of his
forgetfulness part long enough to
remember that they had decided to buy
themselves a "Dick-Tuck-type
capability" component for campaign
input on which they could all sign off in
point of fact
To which the original Dick Tuck, on
whom the White House Horrors are
blamed, exclaims. "My God! They
should have given the contract to
Lockheed "
Tuck, for all his pernicious practical
joking, has escaped the disorders of the
central nervous system that make it so
difficult for a Haldeman to remember
oraSegretti to talk
Of course, when the great political
Puckster was pulling his gags on
Goldwater and Nixon he didn't use
false names and disguises. "I took
credit for what 1 did. I demanded it."
he said the other day. when called to
the phone from an Aspen. Colo., tennis
court.
The only thing anonymous or
secretive about Tuck is where he used
to do his drinking, a place called the No
Name Bar in Sausalito. Calif., a suburb
of San Francisco He still takes his
mail and telephone messages there and
reports that just the other day. "The
FBI stopped into the No Name to
inquire after me. but all they said was.
' He always pays his bar bills.' "
Still, if the FBI is diligent, it could
come up with something on the
Puckster. While it is true that Tuck
didn't have hundreds of thousands in
cash and strings of underground
operatives, he does confess that Steve
Smith, the Kennedy brother-in-law. did
once "give me two 50-cent pieces in a
brown paper bag."
He also admits to gaining entrance to
the Republican National Convention in

Miami Beach by allowing himself to be
swept into the area in a swirl of
spontaneously demonstrating youths
for Agnew.
Perhaps drinking in a bar whose
proprietors lack the energy to give it a
name saved Tuck from "running it into
the ground." as he once phrased it to
one of the Horribles who couldn't
understand why people don't think
they're funny too.
Nevertheless, the picture ol
Haldeman and Khrlichman and the
rest of those grim klutses sitting
around trying to think of somebody
funny to hire is not without satiric
possibilities.
But now with the rear-end
illumination of Senator Sam's famous
lightning bug we can see that, after
having essayed wit and failed, they
turned in despair to a life of crime,
where they did display a degree of
comic talent
It is. after all. a high order of
humorous irony to have Ehrlichman in
Washington bemoaning the local
contempt for family life while some
Ulasewicz-like. ex-flatfoot on his
payroll is up in New York, in an
apartment with velvet wallpaper and
fur rugs, trying to seduce the panties
off virgins while another high minded.
dedicated White House type is in the
closet trying to take pictures so they
can run the badger game and get the
goods on Teddy.
If you'd been mixed up in a mess like
that, you'd come down with amnesia
too.
Copyright, 1*73. The Washington Post
King Featares Syndicate
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"I have to give the moat incredible
answer. I don't know...I simply don't
remember.
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Huron Playhouse

.

Myers' "terrific company" is out to break the 1970 toUT
attendance record The motto this year is "Think 15044."
Kuplesays "We're out to grow "

ByFruDrag
■ad Jaaet Romakcr
The Three Little Pigs are no longer lonely during the
summer at the McCormick Middle School in Huron. Ohio.
No. they aren't being harassed by the Big Bad Wolf.
Instead, they are among friends as the Huron Playhouse
Company transforms the school into a temporary theater.
During the conversion, the kindergarten room which
houses the Three Little Pigs. Jack Be Nimble and other
nursery rhyme characters, becomes the theater office
The school's front corridor is transformed into a theater
lobby complete with a marquee displaying present and
future stars' pictures in 25th anniversary decor.
ON JUNE U, the 30-member Huron Playhouse Company,
which includes 16 University students, began altering
classrooms into needed theater facilities, such as costume,
makeup and art rooms.
The school's maintenance storage area was converted
into a scenery workshop while the gymnasium auditorium
became two rehearsal areas and the center for theater
productions
After M\ weeks as the Huron Playhouse, the school
blackboards no longer display the three R's but now feature
theatrical jargon such as Cast and crew of Butterflies Are
Free, break a leg Have fun Keep the spirit going, i signed!
RMR
KMH. alias Konald M. Huple. play director and business
manager, says the summer theater allows a group of
individuals to get together to bring to each other different
ideas and backgrounds. "They swap ideas and learn a lot
)usl by talking to each other.'' he said
THfc PERSONS swapping ideas are students who have
been chosen from 150 applicants to attend the eight-week
educational summer theater operated by the University
■peach department
The Playhouse recruits from colleges and universities
country wide Company members arc considered on theater
experience, background, usefulness to the company and
what the theater can do for the student, according to
Norman J Myers. Playhouse managing director and
University assistant professor of speech
"Somehow this plan works and we manage to get 30
people which make up a terrific company.'' he said.

Photos by
Michael
G.
Grone

THE PLAYHOUSE offers 12 to 15 college credit hours as
well as "an estensive and intensive and well-rounded
theater experience." according to Myers. "Students learn a
lot about theater and find out if that's what they want to do
for the rest of their lives," he continued
The theater was founded by Dr Frederick Walsh, now at
North Dakota State University in Fargo, lie was anxious to
start a summer theater with students from Bowling Green.
In 1949, Walsh was looking for just the right location when
he went into a restaurant in Huron and sat down beside R. L.
McCormick. school superintendent
The two men talked and McCormick took Walsh over to a
school on Ohio Street They struck a bargain and the
McCormick School became the Huron Playhouse home
SINCE ITS start & >ears ago. the Playhouse companies
have included more than 650 university and college students
who have entertained 215.000 theater-goers with 725
performances And it's still an excellent place to work."
Myers said
He also noted that there is nothing amateur about the
Playhouse company.
"We can't fool the public The quality of the shows must
be really high If not. we wouldn't have been here for 25
years." Myers said
The Playhouse's development over the years has been
followed by two faithful theater-goers. Mr and Mrs. Stanley
Dickhout. 344 Ohio St . Huron, who have attended all the
performances for 25 years
"HURON people are missing a great deal if they are not
taking advantage of the theater." Mrs Dickhout said The
performances, acting and interpretations are just excellent,
she related
The couple recalled the beginnings of the Playhouse
during which students always had to ask for help
Dickhout. a retired pharmacist, was a school board
member when McCormick opened the school to the theater
1 backed the Playhouse Irom the start." he said
At one tune company members manned tables in front of
his drugstore to sell theater tickets. Dickout recalled
"We've always liked the association with the theater
people, he s.ucl
"Theater people always seem to be from a different
world We're just thrilled when they are so friendly with
us." Mrs. Dickhout agreed
The friendliness of the company is recognized not only by
(he Dickhouls. but by the company members themselves.
KEITH ill ION. junior (A&SI. says "we really have a
good company this summer Everybody gets along with
everybody else We work well together "
This closeness helps during production, according to
Marsha I, Hanna. senior (Ed), it's easier to work
towards the single purpose of the play."
Dick Smith. University graduate student, agrees that
knowing people socially as well as professionally really
helps it never gets boring because things keep changing."
he said
The final change at the Huron Playhouse will occur on
August 18 after the final performance of "Forty Carats."
Theater-goers will walk into a theater through the lobby,
past the marquee, after the last bow and exit, theater-goers
will walk out into a school The 25th season of the Huron
Playhouse will be over.
"And then there is just an empty auditorium." said Mrs
Dickhout. "And an emptiness within us."

Cherry Hill
• Two bedrooms completely furnished apt.
• Patio Areas With Gas Grills

LEG />
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• Fantastic Party House (P00i table, P.n ban mac*.)
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The Finest Food, Service, Atmosphere
CHOICE HIKES
CHAR BROILED STEAKS
SEAFOOD

FEATURING
64 oz. Tankards of Mixed Drinks *6.98

• Swimming Pool
• Air Conditioning
° Utilities I 310, except for electricity
Cable T.V. - Garbage Disposal - Gas Ranges
Refrigerator/Freezer - Wall to Wall Carpeting
Laundry Facilities in each Building
Village Wide Security System For Undisturbed Privacy

$
Summer Lease
100
Fall - On A 4-man Rental
Basis
$

Married Couple

12 or9 mo. Lease

12 mo. Lease

195°°

$

6500

$

a month

wm.

per person

230

00

per mo.

Rental Agent On Duty
853 Napoleon Rd. - Apt. #5 - Phone 352-6248

iWallbangers. Sours i

Live Entertainment
(Thurs.. Fn. Sat)

AND

Happy Hours 4-6:30 P.M.
945 South Main
Yes, We Serve Luncheon
Friday, Saturday, Sunday — Prime Rib Special • J550

-

Cherry

Hill
Village

»
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Summer Literary Supplement
sex (a parody)
by Jim DeSalvo
Should I get laid, should I be brave.
Astound church-laced friends with torrid pants and knowing
looks'
Don't go to football games but to ghettoes
ask all about false-teeth stages and triple-lip Jean
then follow her around and drink daring drinks
and she rolling up her knees and I watching
7
not caring saying I have cataracts! I must have cataracts!
Instead slip against the top of an old limp
^ barstool
and kiss the her the entire night the sawdust in my eyes
'*
v
'
'•

•,* When she introduces me to her friends

bird-eyed, breath like hair, strangled by my tongue,
should I sit calmly on the overworn stool
and not ask Where's the bedroom?
2 What else to be other than undone.
n
often thinking pom pom sandwich

0 how unkillable it must be for an almost man
to sit before such images and they thinking
What a square! Look at his shoes!
- After wine and homemade cigarettes they ask What do you do
• for kicks, kid''
Wonder to tell them'' Would they agree with me?
Say that's greatwhydidn't we think of that before
And should I then ask Where's the bedroom?
. Otiod. and the proposition' My prepared speech wilting
and the complete works of ("assanova
draining from my shoes
And the pimp! he looking at me as if I peed my pants
asking me How much ya got
kid''
And I belching what to say say Ink Sweat!
1 give him the money he giving me the correct change
, Take her away kid1 Ha-ha ha-ha'
And in his eyes you could see some perverted coupling
going on
Then all that absurd small-talk and back-turning
in damp rooms

Whores! Virgins' Rubbers! Diseases!
All spurting into moldy hotels
All going to sleep in cheese tonight
The leering elevators they knowing what was going to happen
The censoring portraits they knowing whal
x The winking ashtrays they knowing
i The complete hotel brimmed with knowing
•flEverylhing knowing! I'd be almost inclined toenter a
• nunnery!
Stay up all night reading Thoreau!
• Stare that girl in the eye1
Screaming; I deny horniness' I deny hornincss!

running naked across those pseudo-climactic beds
yelling Tie Burger! Shirt Meat!
O. I'd live in downtown hotels forever! In a bat's cave beneath the
cash register,
I'd sit there the mad sterilizer
devising ways to strangle intercourse, a scourge of castrations
a saint of continence
But I should get laid I should be brave
How warm it would be to lie beside her long painted fingers
tracing flat figure eights up my leg and I Mattress Master
controlling the pitch of her moans with precise manipulations
her husky voice begging for release and I over and into her
like a thumb panting "Apple breast" "Thigh board"
God, what a lover I d make Yes I should get laid
So much to do' like smashing false sand lot doubles with my grand slam
like melting cheerleaders with my glance like when a girl walks by
grab her and say "You dance naked in the woods". And
when speaking before V teens, stand at the lectern and shout
"The way to a man's heart is in your pants." And when
the cycle nymphs come to ride my harley leave them notes in flat tires
Kaglemilk. bring me eagle milk I want eagle milk.
Yet if I should get laid & I am sleepless, worn out as a womb,
slack eyed and loose limbed, my youth behind me like a glove,
finding myself brief as pain between the most paltry of sheets
a barren man-O how to find the correct neon arrow?
Surely I would be knowledged beyond responsibility
Surely my touch would be assured
my glance sexual as life
No, I doubt I d be that kind of lover not sexy not suave no killing glances
but neverbeenkissedmidweslernhop
girls arranged in order of appearance towards the walls
boya counting the proper steps to the nearest blonde, all set up
like cartridges, empty as a smile taking hip flask swigs of beer between
dances-every girl wanting vicarious alcohol
Impossible to lie back staisfied and whisper "Peanut lips'" Nipple seeds'
No. I should not get laid I should never get laid!
(), but I should love to love to...o love
I never thought ol il before Not that love is impossible
it's just that I think of love as uncomfortable as wearing ties
I never wanted a girl whose face was as layered as a billboard
And Haquel Welch was always unbelievable and maybe there's someone
now but she's already committed by there's got to be somebody!

by Michoal G. Grm

Because what if I in as old man all alone in a damp room with old
copies ot Playboy under the bed

and everyone else is laid' The whole universe laid but me!
Still I know that if this is possible as fear is possible then
gelling laid would lie possible
Like ZKliS in his mortal garb waiting his summoned lover
so I wait bereft of lu.OOu years and the hot gasp of life.

bowling green, oh
so many people
are lost
in this little county seat
where
tramhorns dither thru
the townbell state
as if
after all the universe
they have found
god
and
he is an old bone man
thumbing a cheap guitar
the notes are so simple
almost themselves

1 do not collect crusading themes
to badger your thoughts into stillness
or to pain the genius calling you have
There is great frustration and fear in
my mind, pieces which do not fit smoothly
together and cause the misgivings which
bring bitter sounds to my lips.
There must be a manner of survival
that we have overlooked in our search
for creative peace.
I do not know how to cope with our dreams.
how to balance the necessary with the ideals.
how to charm the days into accomplishments.
how to move the traditions into blossoms.
Our eventualness is comfortable, a
formation which is ready to be inhabited.
yet the meantime presents forces that
loom hugely somber and opaque.
1 cannot see the eventuality beyond the
system.
and I am tiring out your hopes for life
by my untrusting conversation.
1 am apprehensive in suburbia
1 am lulled into being apprehensive in
the wildlife.
It is within and I have no hobbyhorse to ride.

-Buchanan

-Kathy Wickman

a half-way poem
by M,K«I o. Grm

to the ritual drums of writhing poems

becaaie i nut change; at times, I relate;
and then. I accept la Ibis scattered braia.
baU-way attitade that there mast be aa accomr.lishmeat ol things;
to path it tbraagh witbeat haviag to stop midway
ana" give ap.
the itory of my life: aadoae. half cooked, aaflalsbed,
like this i
-EdanadeFarataa

Here is a revolution brewing, and here am I.
on my fat ass, sitting and writing. There they are.
stoning the ROTC building, blockading the administration building.
and here I am putting letters, words on sheets, bull sheets.
as Ferriols once said So, sit and write Digest, redigest.
is there anything else more absurd than sitting down here
and writing senselessly while people outside are revolting.
throwing themselves into the police.
acting out in kitchens of humility.
returning to crime and fertility.
singing songs of forever...
a tune is in my mind...
peace is on my mind..

but then.
what else.
can you do.
play guitars and sing to tunes.
reflect on all the deaths of this world.
heroes in Vietnam.
rallying.
to the ritual drums of writhing poems,
to the expectations of intoxications,
to the nothingness of fleeting hope.
emotionally fanning oneself
into this state of relaxation.
—Edmundo Farolan

image
early aatuma sundown
shadows drawing inward like
old mei with haached shsalders.
the earth is a patchwork of
death-colors, ablaze
the leaves rattle
-Kim Shaw
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reading letters
your Utters seem as old at I do. wrinkled,
some of them in the wrong envelopes,
reading them tamindi me of waiting for them in
the general *ter« near the ocean.
did you imagine me there, eager as
a new Hown te tenwhow span the northern, lummr sky
to rub again*! yeu
a thousand mite* away.
reading tham reminds me...of your smile
thai i never gel used le expecting, that spoke
in drawings of werdt,
"I reach my hand te yew."
the word* that spoke of your life, then, its unreachable
dailinets. of the constant faces no one could know
anything of, or o man at your register who, for a minute,
mode you think everyone knew
all of our lives

so that somehow

you became as the shopcterk's public smite
that asks,
"may i help you?"

now, as the letters get arranged in my case,
they osk not even to help,
seem to recite, the way time does,
the carefulness of time which stores them
as it stores us:
"i remember one summer when..."
until, suddenly, we are old or dead.
do our old dead faces

smite?
we said
all the right things!

David Adams

from cancionatta
A pit t.n ed kingdom of wrong:
Trial and error side step horses & I am left
Holding empl> lube* where voices ebb.

Scream. Sail Hals plague my thoughts
You cloud my dreams.
I roll a monkey-smoke it.

True, a kiss leaves Cod aroused
Bui we are naked, and when we sleep
Covers ol space descend, masks crack:
Our tiger removes his stripes

Lying on your back you are uadef inable
Like quoting from dead sea scrolls.

t Listen i
Somewhere up and down you walk
& I hones cracking mutter
one such as you-woman-will never again be.

You pause.
Remove the band from your kalr.
Rise bare In a dream.
I go on talking forever.
-Mark Herman

chronologylove and other
foolishment
Who are you, my love-my wanton one
Who spends uncounted hoars alofI la space
And thinks of now yoa would like to be
The only one to distract me?
Who are you, that yoa lira from love
At If II turned yoar ttom-ich blue
Preferring instead the company
Of a god without a face or name?

by Mkhssai O. Ore** -•.

Who are you, That yoa dare request
A world alone In which you can exist
Of trail and honey, wine and soag
While billions press its borders in?
Who are you. lo think that yoa can cry
With eye* thai have forgotten lean,
Believing that their Idleaess only mean*
The absence of good reason to shed them?
Who are yeu, that yoa, too, cannot grow old
With those who ask to take yoar hand.
Unaffected by the lines
Yon see forming in yoar brow and heart?

sometime in march,
somewhere in ohio
In the sky it'* spring

mar Wed bines a> whites

reproach n* with Joy. Down here, back tree*
It scarfy grna*. TV kid*, cstSSSntd h* whster clothe*,

—Eric Becker

chase up their kite*. Toe early: a big red one
nosedives lalo the bushes Now tar ana drop* lee
What doe. It matter, goddammit, who I wan riding

gone

that day when the lad tana saa awake my heart?
Same wife or ether. I would forget who, nag care.

Light transcends
into multiple grey shades
until,
finally.
Someone creeps
to level us
beneath a stamp.
We are sent away,
... no more letters to fill in.
by Gene J. rwskor

—Allegra Pressey

Memory always gives yoa that choice: a freedom
yoa'U never get from waiting. Say it was Illinois.
at alght, I was aloae. Say It was summer * green,
kids la swimming trunks, peonies on all the lawns
Deal mention love. We haven t come la that yet
It 1* the fourteenth line thai makes a sonnet.
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Tool magnifies electrons
A scanning electron microscope has
been installed at the University to be
used in research projects, and
graduate and undergraduate classes
The J77.000 microscope, purchased in
April and installed June I. allows a
three-dimensional surface view of a
specimen, said Dr Richard (rang,
associate professor of biology
Microscopic magnification ranges
from 450.000 times to 20 times which
covers the area of both the

transmission and light microscopes
However, the image is ' not much good
over 100.000 times ' magnification. Dr
('rang said

can determine the composition of a
specimen.
A light microscope is limited in its
power of magnification and a
transmission microscope is'not able to
look at surface structure. Dr. ('rang
said.

The electrons or X-rays emitted
I rom the sample are picked up by
detector." he said "The electron's
signal is then reproduced on a TV
screen."
He said the scanning microscope
becomes an "analytical tool" in that it

The scanning electron microscope
doesn't take the place of the other
microscopes but it complements them,
he said

.
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Yes: a positive bond
By David Mostly

WATERBEDS
POSTERS
LEATHER GOODS
COMIX

Jimmy Perdue
Dating Service
FROM 7-9 P.M.
ON 680 AM WFAL

|
TOO!

FRYE BOOTS
JEANS & TOPS
YOU CAN AFFORD

Call The

A Service of "Be Heard"

|

AnOlVlfCOl

There is a lol to be said for the name ol a band
Coincidcnlally. it seems, the bands that make it usually
sport a name which is somewhat representative of their
music The Rolling Stones The Mahavishnu Orchestra The
Funkadelics
So what can you say about a band whose music is high.
organized, and universally affirmative'' A very positive
band They call themselves Yes." (Well, what else is
there'' i
The lirst album, called simply Yes." was released in
1969 It was rough but promising, a new sound The second
album called Time and a Word.'' was released in 1970 It
sounded much like the first, but the sound was getting more

3 i\

refliwd

IN MAY. 1970. guitarist Banks left the band by mutual
agreement Me was replaced by Steve Howe. This change
wudefinitely an overall improvement
The Yes Album came out in February. 1971. This was a
real change in formal, with all-original material and longer,
more worked nut musical endeavors
Hulling Stone magazine said in a review of this album.
Organilt Tony Kaye. guitarist Howe and bass player Chris
Squire play as though of one mind, complimenting each
other's work as a knowledgeable band should

GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS
(Prices Inclwlp All Utilities!

Love Thy Neighbor
Facilities:
•
•
•
•
•

Basketball Courts
Sauna Baths
Swimming Pool
Recreation Room
Laundry Room

1 Bedroom
Furnished
Unfurnished
2 Bedroom
Furnished
Unfurnished
Efficiencies
Furnished $120

9 Month
$145
$135
9 Month
$175
$159

12 Month
$135
$125
12 Month
$165
$149

Unfurnished $100

In mid-August. 1971, Tony Kaye was violently ousted from
the band Reason Tony had a marvelous mind, he was a
great guy to talk to, but he didn't have so many ideas, said
Anderson "He wasn't willing to expound himself "
KEYBOARD replacement was Hick Wakeman. formerly
ol the Strawbs He told the press at the time that it was easy
to lit in with the rest of the band, but now he admits it was
hard
In December. 1971, "Fragile' was released Rolling Stone
said the record contained gorgeous melodies, intelligent.

carefully crafted, constantly surprising arrangements,
concise and energetic performances, cryptic but evocative
lyrics-when all these are present. Yes is quite boggling and
their potential seemingly unlimited
'Close to the Edge'' came out in August. 1972 At the time
of its release it was made known that drummer Bruford
would be leaving to join King Crimson Alan While became
the new Yes drummer
IN APRIL, 1973. Yessongs was released It is a
collection of live performances, a 3-record set Some of the
cuts are poorly recorded, but generally the albjm is less
clinical and more human than Close to the Edge Three
especially good cuts are ' Perpetual Change. "Yours Is No
Disgrace" and Wakeman's solo "Excerpts from Six Wives
of Henry VIII
" Yessongs' signifies an end-of-an-era for us." Anderson
explains "For the past few years we've been on a
continuous cycle ol hard work where We tour, record a new
album, tour to promote it. then record another album it
can go on and on il you let it
Yes is a band that's biologically improved The main gripe
about the band is that it's technologically uh perfect So
what's wrong with a perlect band''

Campus movies slated
"Play Misty For Me" is this week's Film tor Summer
Sundays" The film, starring Clint Eastwood, will be shown
at 7 and 9 p.m. Sunday in 105 Hanna Admission to the show,
sponsored by Student Activities, is free.
On Monday. Humphrey Bogart and Bette Davis will take
the stage in 105 Hanna as The Best ol Bogart and Davis"
series continues
At 7 p.m.. Bogart will star in the 1951 film African
Queen ' At 9 p.m.. Davis will be featured in the 1948 lilm
"June Bride " Admission to both movies is free

V(M\ LOOK ATTU13( Si jjg
9
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STADIUM-VU
RESTAURANT
ACROSS FROM STADIUM

mm CLaSSIFIED -#«**

Open 24 Hours

Student Budget Hour
8:00 P.M.-11:00 P.M.
Every Night

her of Beer
Lunch

HELP WANTED

Legal secretary, typing &
shorthand
necessary
Experience preferred
Reply PO Box 244 Bowling
Green or call 352-6501.
Part-time openings for
concession and doormen
now available in all BG
theaters
Excellent opportunity for students
Apply Thursday or Friday
afternoons from I to 3 at
Stadium Cinemas I & II or
phone 352-0265 for an
appointment
WAefflD

Need 2 female rmmts for
fall 352-0604 after 6
Male student needs place to
live for fall. Jim 352-0614
Apt. needed by female for
school year 73-74 Call 3723684
Married couple (no kids,
pets) needs I or 2 bdrm. apt.
close to campus. 352-5613
evenings.
College girl needs place to
live fall quarter. Will pay

room and board and/or do
housework. Close to
campus. Write Bonnie
Milev. 1131 Somerlot-Hoffman ltd . Marion. O .43302
College co-ed to live in for
room and board in exchange
for babysitting & light
housekeeping.
Transportation preferred but not
necessary. 823-7555 (not long
distance)
PBtSOWAtS
Problems?
Call
CHRISTL1NE 352-4681.
Monday through Friday. I to
II p.m.
For emotional and material
pregnancy aid, call 352-6236.
24-hr. Reliable Abortion
Service. Clinic close tc area.
1 to 24 week terminated by
licensed
certified
obstetrician gynecologist
Immediate arrangements
will be made with no hassle.
Call collect 216^31-1557.
FOtSAlE

Liberty Mobile Home 702BR A C-Exc
cond-13500.
Call 352-8884

FOR SALE 1968 Pontiac
Tempest V-8 air; 1969
Mustang 250 cu
in
(economy) Best ofler takes
them. 352-7868 or 352-7966
New Kustom Kasino Amp
200 wts.. 4 in in spks. Best
offer. 354-7914.
67 Yamaha 250. YDS3C
Scrambler. 372-0297 or 3722436,
Spalding golf clubs bag. 2
woods 4 irons-putter $50
686-3665.
1965 Corvair. Good
condition, stick Best offer
352-6704.
■OtMNT

Mobile home for rent. 2
bedroom, private lot in
Portage, no children, pets
686-2551.
Houses and Apts Call 3529378
Large 2-bdrm apt. for 4sludents near Towers
Phone 352-7365 after 5.
Single rooms for male
students near campus.
Phone 352-7365 or 352-9302.

University Village 2 bdrm
furnished apt. for 3-4
students Available for fall
For appointment call 3520164 MWF I to5p.m.
Need female students to
place in large 2-bedroom
apt near Towers Phone 3527365 after 5
Very large 2 bedroom apartment available for immediate summer occupancy
Completely
lurnished with wall to wall
carpet, cable vision, air
conditioning.
laundry
facilities and all utilities
included except electric.
Now only $150 per month
Call 352-5657 or 3595 tor
appointment You II hate
yourself if you miss this one.
Houses and Apts Call 3529378.
One bedroom apartment to
sublease fall quarter only. 1
or 2 persons $136 mo Call
352-0493 weekdays. 385-7120
i Toledo I weekends and after
Aug 24.
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Provost seeks new programs
Editor'! Mte: T»i» it the
roKlaiioa of a three-part
series examiaiag the role of
lac college admlalitrator.
By Kim M. Scalaefer
Editor
We should stop worrying
about governance of this
University and start
worrying about fostering an
environment conducive to
creativity and new ideas
University
Provost
Kenneth W Hoi he said he
sees the present as an era
of constant evaluation.' and
the University must develop
mechanisms to respond to a
new type of activism
The activism ol the past
was essentially reactionary.
Groups formed around hoi
issues, but made no attempt
to change institutional direction over the long range The
new activism is developmental.' he explained
In light ol this
new
activism." Di Kothe delined his role as facilitator
ol new ideas charged with
channeling I'niversity resources to support and
implement these proposals
"AN ADMINISTRATION
must try to loster good ideas
and find funds for them A
cold attitude turns creative
people off And there is
'nothing
worse than a
campus where people don't
give a damn It is invariably

a place that's hard to
move.'' Dr. Kothe said.
He emphasized the necessity to sensitize faculty and
students to bring forth ideas
and proposals for new programs
The Office of Academic
Program
Development,
established on July 1 under
the Provost's Office, serves
as a mechanism for facilitating large program

development and securing
funds in support of such programs
Public universities have
not traditionally gotten
much money from private
corporations.'' Dr
Kothe
held
But private institutions rely on such donors.
With state funds leveling off.
public universities must
locate new sources of funds
to make any real progress."

DR. KOTHE SAID he sees
Bowling Green diversifying
and offering many new
educational and vocational
programs in the future without a substantial enrollment
increase
"We have to meet the demands of the job market.
We can't sit with what we've
got." he explained "New
colleges and large-scale
development programs are

Bike workshop offers
7-day tour experience
One of Uie few courses on
campus offering college
credit and training in
national leadership is the
bicycle touring workshop
jointly sponsored by toe
University and American
Youth Hostel i AYH).
According to coordinator
Robert C Beard, the "total
7-day living experience,''
which starts Sept 15. is designed to provide both
theory and application in the
care of cycling equipment,
experience in touring and
camping.
experience in
coping with emergency
situations and planning wellbalanced meals for touring
groups

EMPHASIS will be on the

physical things including
how to pack a bike for
camping, said Beard, a
physical
education
instructor at the University.
"The first three days will
deal with learning sessions
and theory." be said. "The
last three days will be the
cycling tour which is the
practical application of the
course
AYH.
a non-profit
corporation, is a national
organization encouraging
education through personal
bicycling or other similar
experience.
Trips can
include tours to Mexico.
Canada. South America and
Europe
APPLICANTS between
the ages of 18 and 40 are eli-

gible for the course. So far
17 are signed up for the
workshop
"Successful completion of
the course for those 21 or
over entitles them to be eligible as a trip leader for
AYH, Beard said
However, before being
allowed to go abroad, "you
have to be successful in
North America first." he
said
The 2-credit hour course
costs the normal University
fee plus an AHY charge of
$30 The AYH fee is for food,
lodging materials and travel
during the week
Those participating in the
workshop will stay at the
Bowling Green Hostel at
Winlergarden bodge.

Moore explains view
on universities' merger
A merger of Bowling
Green State University
(BGSU) and the University
of Toledo 1TU1 is not likely
to produce a more effective
insti'.ttion. Dr Hollis A
Moore. University president, told a Toledo Rotary
Club audience Monday
Pointing out that a merger
of sorts of BGSU and TU is
already happening. Moore
cited joint programs in the
health field, a BG-TU
operated computer center
serving
northwest Ohio,
cooperation between the two
schools to secure capital
funds from the legislature to
remedy safety deficiencies
in older campus buildings
and the joint planning of
graduate programs

'ARGUMENTS

for

greater
efficiency,
centralized management and
tighter control of planning
have certain allure." Moore
acknowledged
But
they
should not come at the
expense of a school's individuality, unique purpose and
style of instruction, he
added
Though only 20 miles
apart. BGSU and TU are
very different in mission
The urban Toledo University
faces heavy demands for
adult and continuing education. Many of its students
live at home, work full time
and attend the university at
night
TUs Colleges of
Engineering. Pharmacy and
Law adequately meet the
region's special needs in
those fields, he said.
On the other hand.
Bowling Green is a residential university drawing a
mixture of students from
rural northwest Ohio and the
urban areas of Cleveland,
Akron. Columbus and
Dayton Featured are strong
undergraduate and graduate
programs and emerging professional programs, like the
new College of Health,
BGSU s first new college in
38 years, commented
Moore
HE STATED that neither
university was pushing hard
for another Ph.D. offering
and that, whenever possible,
resources would be shared

to strengthen existing programs
BGSU has carefully
examined its graduate
offerings and eliminated
three master's programs
because they were no longer
productive However, there
are some areas where Ph.D.
programs could be added in
the future, he noted. "Our
desire to avoid unproductive
and expensive graduate programs must not blind us to
needs which may emerge in
the future." said the President
Moore claimed that the
higher education institutions
of northwest Ohio offer the
richest possible resource for
the development of the
region Economic vitality,
industrial leadership and
cultural enrichment thrive
in the presence of topquality education, he pointed
out.
Urging community support to make area institutions more than just good.
Moore said. "Student fees
and state funds will keep us
in business, but the business
of becoming a first-class
university center with its
attendant impact on the
total region rests on a
combination of community
generosity and our vision

EDUCATION is an intensely human, sensitive
enterprise, with meaningful

House

Car Wash i— Gulf —
gas
15 gal. Free Wash
10 gal. 50<
5 gal. 75'

1000 S. MAIN

RAIN CHECK
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Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Taes. thru Sat.
7:10-1
Sundays 7:30 • 7.00
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Fabrics
STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA
ONE DAY
ONLY

interaction between professor and student being
what matters most, he
stated "A university must
not forget it is primarily
dealing with people, not
products." he said
A declining income rate,
rising costs and changing
attitudes about higher
education have combined to
halt the steady growth
universities have been
accustomed to. the President noted.
He said the number of
Ohio high school students
going on for further education has dropped eight per
cent in the past three years
and several schools are
feeling the enrollment
pinch
Moore said BGSU. despite
these trends, was in good
health. "Enrollment is up.
admissions are strong and
the residence halls are
filled. ' he stated

Hid

Migrant aids planned
• from pog* an*
"A high proportion ol low Income Students drop mil ill
school GED is geared lor dropouts Hy requiring •' UED
graduate to have scores equal to a high H student in high
school, this is discriminating against the dropout
he
claimed.
A thrust ol LASSO, Cilickman said, would lie lo investigate
the situation with the possibility ol making sonic changes in
the GED guidelines lie also added that programs in Texas
and Florida tend to discriminate Igainsl the migrant
' The emphasis "i HEP is on Individual instruction m an
attempt lo develop math and grammar skills, he said
GED is not an end in Itsell It is .i subgoal Economic
upgrading is the final goal
LASSO was built upon S iccoiiimciul.illoll made last
September lor a large training session lor prospective board
members who arc former migrants. Cilickman said The
individuals on the board designated the priority areas
A TUTORING program is presently in effect at the
university under the coordination ol Delia Voili.mcr s.nd
Angela Scrn.i. A Till) candidate in (Hliicalion.il admiiu
stratum However, this tutoring program should no! lie
confused with the programs proposed hv La K.i/.i I'nida. she
said
"A successful tutoring program has been sel up undci Ibe
auspices of the personnel department for employees of the
university.' she s.ud The emphasis nt the program is on
English as a second language education and vocation The
sessions arc taught by volunteer tutors and is a waj i"
upgrade career development
Regarding LASSO, "the university is receptive lo it."' she
said adding that a migrant adult education program does
exist in Fremont
Among the functions ol LASSO, Glickman said would be
to gather daia. conduct demographic sm veys. determine
how many programs an1 needed to meet the needs ol a
target population and to till the gaps where there are voids
in services
"LASSO would give the migrant a chance to help hiinsell
and provide him with a vehicle" tor action, he said
"The fact that migrants arc In lingual is an assel
he
said
They can develop then abilities in their own
language, then transfer them into English
"If we assume lo set up an educational program without

proper support, then we arc going to be unsuccessful,"

Glickman said
"It's inane to establish a skill center downtown and not
provide day can' m transportation We set up a program on
paper and the tendency is to forget about how people are

going to get there
Glickman said the three sources tunding LASSO are the
Department <»t Economic and Community iK'velopment
through the stale ol Ohio, the Campaign lor Human
Development iCHDi, and the Department ol Labor
IIKl*. is funded through the migrant division of OEO
transferred to the labor department
The La Rasa Unlda hoard of directors, a committee ol 25.
gave approval lor the two programs Glickman said Details
arc si ill being worked out" and, as Of now. our board may
end up as an advisory board." he said
The tentative date for the creation ol a I.ASSO office at
the university is sometime in September, i .In km,in said
However, it is uncertain when a III-.I' olfice will tic formed.
he said adding thai "furtherplanning" will he neoesaarj
Glickman said thai educational programs would help
prevent rising welfare rolls II vocational education is
provided, migrants can lie placed in more productive jobs
The farm system is a "illlh Century leudal system.
Glickman said
It is difficult for an individual to allow
children to go into an educational program The migrant
family can barely subsist as it is."
With the existence ol vocational centers at least there
won't be the excuse that there weren't programs available "

College Students Special
MON.-THURS. 5-11 P.M.

20% Discounts on all
Italian Foods
II D s & Validation Must Be Shown

Live Entertainment

Golden Cue
Behind Burger Chef
By The Railroad Tracks

Blue Ice
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 9-1 P.M.

Games & Music

EMOTIONAL
AND MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AH)

Spaclal
Tuesday's Ladies
Pool Free!

ALPINE VILLAGE

Open
4:00-1:00 A.M.
Daily

Viat Our
Newly
Remodeled
Cocktail
Lounge

Mon. 11 a.m.-l p.m.
T-R. 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
FrL3p.rn.-6 p.m.

Dorseys
Drugs
500 E. WOOSTER
"By The Tracks"

Fantastic craft colors!
Do it yourself from
tote bags to a
wad of your
dining alcove!

AMERICAN
GREETING
CARDS

12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

OTWM

Dismembered '" ,h" '°"°9* °V ° ""hood track mar OH«nhoo«r low.n
Whoavar own* IhoM bikat may vary wall b* pushing their
fast lo In* tidcwolk intlaod of pushing pedal*.

In A Luxurious Atmosphere
Of Air Conditioned Comfort

Featuring
The Best
Selection of

Sunday
Only

Newiatwto by Mkh—I O

Dhmanltad and dnfu fictional, two bicycle* or* aknott hidden

Enjoy Pool

Decorator
Burlap

Now
2 yds >LQ0

necessary to meet the needs
of the future '
Dr. Rothe also predicts a
sh if lint of emphasis I rum
four-year degree orientation
to realization of the University as a resource to be used
periodically throughout a
person s life
We have little to offer at
present to the older student
coming back to school after
an absence from the academic scene We have the
responsibility to respond to
all
students
Continuing
Education programs must
be expanded to meet those
needs." he maintained
Dr. Kothe emphasized the
key to progress is "receptivity."
The
administration
should allow itself to be vulnerable to new ideas. In

in Bowling Green
We Have The New

"Ziggy". Kewpie &
Holly Hobby
Cards & Posters
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Midget hockey starts
By Gary H. WliiwkI

Starts Editor
- He picks up the puck at
Biid-ic*.
dodfies his
.'apponpnt. a multitude of
^igh squeaking voices yell
approval, he fakes through
thr defense, he shoots, he
^cores'
;• Hockey practice has
started but not for the
Falcons Now flooding over
the recently opened ice
arena are future hockey
players attending a weeklong Summer Hockey School

Program that is scheduled
to end this Saturday.
THE PROGRAM, headed
by Jim Ruehl. director of
the arena, has been conducted for the last five
years All striving hockey
players between the ages of
eight and IB may attend the
program for a fee of $90.00
and |50 00 for those who can
commute to the arena.
"The
program
has
become one of the best in the
nation." said Jim Plaunt.
hockey instructor "Hockey
has become the in' sport
with the younger kids now.

we even have a waiting list
for our program here.
The
program
benefits
from the expert advice of
Bob Barry, an All Star left
winger of the Los Angeles
Kings, a professional hockey
team
Originally from
Montreal, he became interested in the program
while playing for the Cleveland Crusaders hockey team
five years ago.
"I SPEND five hours on
the ice a day with the
youngsters We also have instructors that have or are

BG sports happenings
THE UNIVERSITY Coif
Course will open the
recently completed back
nine holes to the publicAugust 15
Because of
delayed construction the
course is not up to playing
standards yet, therefore the
green lee will remain at
11.50 on weekdays and $2 00
on weekends for students
FOR THE second straight
year, head football coach
Don Nehlen has been named
to the coaching staff for the
All Ohio Shrine Bowl loot
ball classic Nehlen will be

an assistant coach for the
West team that is to be
guided by Fred Martinelli of
Ashland College.
DAVE WOTTLE, seventime All-American selection
in track and cross country
has been selected as a
finalist in the competition
lor the highest honor given
to a collegiate athlete by the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association. I NCAA I In last
year's first presentation of
the awards by the NCAA.
BC's Sid Sink, a nine-time
track and cross country All

American, received one of
the highest achievement
awards.
Wottle and five other
winter-spring nominees will
be judged against additional
finalists to be selected after
the fall sports season with
five winners earning the
coveted "Today's Top Five
Student-Athletes" awards.
The
finalists
were
selected for their athletic
ability.
achievement,
character,
leadership,
campus
and
off-campus
activities and academic
achievement

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS.
Mercer at Clough St. -1 block from Campus

NOW ACCEPTING LEASE APPLICATIONS
FOR SEPTEMBER

play inn hockey for BG,"
Barry said. "We try to teach
the kids the basic skills,
stick work, skating, offense
and defense. We also show
instructional films of the
sport during the evening."
"I like it here in BG."
Barry commented. "I live in
the Towers, ride my bike
everywhere and relax. This
is fun for me. we just expose
the kids to a complete
hockey atmosphere and
have good times."
Most of the young players
attending the program are
from Northwest Ohio, but
some are attending from
Michigan. Tennessee and
New York.
Those attending the program reside in the Offenhauer Towers with the
luxury of maid service but
are constantly supervised by
an instructor while they eat.
sleep and think hockey.
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Hockey

NOW LEASING FOR FALL!
Beautiful

Featuring Balcony, lake, excellent sound control, heating, cooking & cablevision included in
rent, spacious apartment size, quality furniture

BIG BARNEY

Buckeye House

Needs Help!

Birchwood Place
Mount Vernon

Starting September 1st
3 positions open

2 Bedroom/Furnished

SINGLE STUDENTS 4 PERSON RATES
MARRIED COUPLES AND WORKING SINGLES

Th*r« it nothing Ilk* skating down th> km with In* puck dancing on your trick
and Doing ablo to thoot it at thota funny looking goaliot.

Gas Heat and Air Cond.

$65 month/4 man rental

1 position for Industrial Arts Major
(Apply in Person)
1000 South Main

FOR APPOINTMENT TO SEE • Call 352-0164
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 1-5 P.M.

3 FREE COKES!!

OFFICE

650 Sixth St., Apt. 3

Student Play Welcome!

BGSU GOLF COURSE

ON ANY LARGE PIZZA

HOURS:

CALL
352-9378

East Pot Road at 1-75
Phont 372-2674 For Tea Timas

Thurs. and Fri.

10-5 MON. - SAT.

At

Domino's
352-5221

GREENS FEES
Wtakdays
• BGSU Students
All Others
Wttktnds
• BGSU Students
All Others

9 Holts

18 Holts

$1.50
3.00

$2.00
4.00

2.00
3.50

3.00
5.00

HOT, FAST, FREE Delivery

* Students must SIKM ID JIM vlMllion
tor special rates

Visit Our Pro Shop For The Finest In
Double Knit Stocks, Shoes, Golfing Supplies.

THURSDAY IS DOLLAR DAY

Model Open...Noon till 5 P.M.

Double-R-Bar Burger

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
Behind Burger Chef

PLATTER

REG. 4.35

Next to Sterling

NOW RENTING FOR FALL
OPENINGS FOR 1-2 STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS.
12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
NEW MODERN FURNISHED-CABLE T.V.
2 mm. walk to campus
5 mm. walk to downtown
20 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Close enough to return to apt. for more calories between classes.
Well lighted streets between apts., campus & shopping area
FRIENDLY, HELPFUL LANDLORDS '

For Cream of the Crop, Go Campus Manor
MODEL OPEN NOON till 5 P.M.

352-9302

Evenings
352-7365

Great Look In Fashion
They're all around you this season,
these lovely BROGUES by Bass.
And no wonder! The look is fresh
and new. The colors say Fall. And
the styling is Bass ... all the way!

pfkft booteoj

VA lb. freshly ground
pure beef, dairy fresh
cheese, lean tender
ham, on a toasted
sesame seed bun
complete with
f rench fries
and cole slaw

*U • It
Good Aug. 9 only

:••

E. WOOSTER
352-S330

